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Social And Physical Aspects Of Ireland

Before resuming our narrative it will be useful to consider some aspects of the social state of Ireland
in the period immediately prior to the coming of the Normans, and to glance at its physical aspect.

In its physical features Ireland in the twelfth century was in some respects very different from the
Ireland of to-day. It was more watery and much more woody. Even now, in the western and northern
regions, the island abounds in great shallow lakes. A line drawn from Dundalk to Kenmare will leave
nearly all these lakes on its north-western side. But there is reason to believe that in the twelfth cent-
ury and earlier the water levels were everywhere higher than they are to-day, and that much of the
lowlands, even south-east of the above line, was marshy and dotted with small lakes which have
since been drained away. As an example we may mention the place called Lagore (Loch Gabhar),
near Ratoath in East Meath. In 934 ‘ the island’ (i. e. the crannog or fortified island) here was
destroyed by Olaf, grandson of Ivar. [1] The site is well known, but the lake has been drained away,
and now there remains a small low-lying plain with a low mound in the middle. The place has
yielded vast quantities of bones and many weapons and other articles. [2]

Probably the climate was more humid than it is at present, but indeed the description of it given by
Gerald de Barry applies to most districts to-day. He lays much stress on the rains and general moist-
ure, which in spite of a fertile soil prevented the due ripening of the corn. ‘ What the Spring germin-
ates and brings forth, and the Summer nourishes and advances, can with difficulty,’ he says, ‘ be
garnered in Autumn owing to the excessive rain.’ [3] No Irish farmer will discredit the statement ; he
will only wonder how without time-saving machinery crops could have been garnered at all.

Ireland was also much more woody than at any subsequent time. Indeed the woods appear to have
covered the greater part of the island known to Gerald. ‘ There are,’ he says, ‘ in places beautiful
champaign lands, but in comparison with the forest regions they are of small extent.’ [4] Even at the
close of the sixteenth century there were several woody fastnesses in each of the four provinces, of
which but slight, if any, remains are to be seen to-day. [5] Through these woods tracks were cut in
places, and from time to time cleared, and when we read of a fight in a ‘ pass’ it is often a pass
through the woods that is intended.

Communication was difficult, especially between the provinces. There were, of course, roads of
some sort in all inhabited places, besides a few main roads [6] (though no such roads as the Romans
left behind them in England), but there were few permanent bridges over the larger rivers.

When we turn from the land to the people, and try to form an accurate picture of their political
organization, their social customs, and their manner of living generally in the period immediately
pre-ceding the Norman invasion, we are confronted with a mass of scattered material embodied in
Irish literary remains of various dates and degrees of credibility. To collect, sift, and present in
synthetic form the facts to be deduced from these Irish sources, so as to give as complete and as
authentic a picture as possible, is fortunately beyond the scope of this work. [7] We shall here attempt
to explain briefly those customs and institutions only which principally distinguished the native Irish
from the Norman invaders, and which must be borne in mind if we would rightly understand the
subsequent history of the two peoples. The most authentic information as to these customs and
institutions is to be gathered from the Brehon Law Tracts, [8] and accordingly to these we shall first
direct our attention.



There was no regular machinery in Ireland for the enactment of laws or for the judicial enforce-
ment of customs normally observed. The so-called Brehon Law was really a body of customs which
had no known commencement, but which had been observed more or less faithfully from time im-
memorial. These customs, speaking generally, were not peculiar to Ireland. Probably the nucleus
from which they grew was at one time the common heritage of the whole Aryan family of races. But
in Ireland customary law had been developed from within, and was almost entirely uninfluenced by
contact with other peoples. Until the coming of the Normans—and then only partially—Ireland never
felt the direct influence of a race more advanced than herself. She never experienced the stern discip-
line of Roman domination, nor acquired from the law-givers of modern Europe a conception of the
es-sential condition of a progressive society, the formation of a strong state able to make and, above
all, enforce the laws. Some modification in her ancient customs no doubt took place owing to the in-
fluence of Christian missionaries, but the great change they effected mainly concerned religious
beliefs and observances, and left political, legal, and social institutions almost untouched. That an at-
tempt was made by the early Christian Church to introduce the death-penalty for murder instead of
pecuniary compensation may be reasonably inferred from the case of the murder of Odhran, St.
Patrick’s charioteer, as traditionally reported in the introduction to the Senchus Mor, the oldest of the
Brehon Law Tracts. But the attempt failed, and indeed the history of Ireland many centuries later has
shown that nothing short of an entirely new judicial system, backed by a powerful executive, could
effect this reform. Accordingly the body of primitive customs which the Gaels brought with them to
Ireland was slowly developed and expanded from within, first by the Druids, and then by their
christianized successors, the brehons.

The brehons were a class, tending to become hereditary, of persons who alone possessed an
intimate knowledge of these immemorial customs, and who for a fee offered themselves as skilled
arbitrators to decide disputes in accordance therewith. No adequate machinery, however, existed
either for com-pelling the submission of a dispute to the arbitration of a brehon or for enforcing
obedience to the award when given. Much of the Senchus Mor is taken up with the law of Distress as
a method of in-ducing the defendant, or party distrained, to consent to arbitration. In the case of
persons of distinct-ion it was necessary for the plaintiff to begin by fasting (troscad) on his debtor’s
doorstep until he re-ceived a pledge of submission to law. [9] This curious custom has been shown to
have existed until re-cently among the Hindoos, by whom it was called ‘ sitting dharna’. [10] Its
attested existence at the two extremities of the Aryan world affords an interesting indication of a
common origin. But it may be asked, What if the defendant forcibly resisted the distraint or let his
creditor starve ? It is not enough to reply that in that case he would render himself liable to increased
penalties. How were these to be enforced ? The Druid, who like the Brahmin was priest as well as
judge, could threaten immediate supernatural terrors, which in most cases would be effective, but the
christianized brehon could rely on this aid only in a secondary degree. The ultimate sanction of his
award was, after all, only public opinion. Contumacy might be followed by social ostracism. [11] This
absence of an ef-fective sanction was the greatest defect in the whole system.

Most of the Brehon Law Tracts consist of an ancient text, to which have been subsequently added
glosses, or explanations of words and phrases, and more lengthened commentaries. The tracts do not
form a code of laws, or even a systematic digest. In all probability they were the work of the brehons,
and were used as textbooks in their law schools. Only in a long course of time did they assume their
present shape. Some of the tracts have the appearance of a law professor’s notebook, into which
head-ings only of presumably well-known rules, or even mere titles of departments of law, were
copied as texts for exegetical dissertation. In utilizing these tracts as evidence of customs existing in
the twelfth century, we are met at the outset by the difficulty of dating works of such gradual growth.
The text of the Senchus Mor, the most important and probably the oldest of these tracts, has been
variously assig-ned by competent scholars to about the year 800, or to about two centuries later. [12]
This at first sight leaves a wide margin of possible error as to the date of the original text, but, as
suggested in the note, the two opinions are not irreconcilable, and in any case there can be no doubt
that the glosses and commentaries extend to a much later period. While some of the customs
embodied in these tracts can be traced back to a period even long anterior to the eighth century, it is
improbable that elaborate dis-sertations on obsolete customs would be copied into textbooks in the
fourteenth century, and purely antiquarian matter can in general be distinguished. Moreover, seeing
that the picture of society pre-sented by the Brehon tracts can be shown by other testimony to be in
many important respects es-sentially true of purely Irish districts up to the close of the sixteenth



century, and in view of the un-doubted almost stationary nature of Irish society, we cannot be far
wrong in assuming that at least those customs which are elaborated in the commentaries were in full
force in the twelfth century and even somewhat later.

Owing to the confused and often contradictory statements in the tracts, and especially in the com-
mentaries, and to the obscurity surrounding the technical terms employed, it is almost impossible to
gain a clear and consistent view of these customs. Different modern writers have drawn very
different conclusions from them, and I can only give the brief results of my own independent study of
the published tracts and of other sources, without being at all confident that they are in all respects
correct. [13]

First as regards the customary methods of holding land. According to the theory of Celtic law the
land belonged to the tribe that occupied it. At the stage reached in the twelfth century the land of
Ireland appears to have been divided into about 185 cantreds (tricka céd or tuatha), [14] and these
may be regarded as so many distinct tribal territories. Some of this land, however, from an early date
ap-pears to have been held by certain families in severalty. Thus a certain portion was assigned as
mensal land to the chief for the time being of the tribe. Other portions were acquired by professional
men, or rather families, as, for instance, brehons, physicians, chroniclers, &c, as emoluments of their
profes-sion. [15] Besides these, it appears that in course of time chiefs of septs and other wealthy and
power-ful individuals managed to acquire lands which were not subject to partition like ordinary
tribe-land, but were occupied by the family under their head, and descended in the family as lands of
inheritance according to certain rules based on the four-fold family organization. [16]
Notwithstanding these ex-ceptional cases, and, apart from church land and monastic land, the greater
part of the land appears to have been regarded as belonging to the tribe. Much of this would be waste
land of the tribe and com-mons on which the tribesmen could pasture their cattle, while the rest,
mostly arable and meadow land, was divided from time to time among the free tribesmen. In the
twelfth century there was prob-ably land and to spare for all, but land without cattle to stock and
work it was of no value, and accord-ingly a man was poor or wealthy, not primarily according to the
amount of land he held, but in pro-portion to the head of cattle he possessed.

Cattle, then, formed the principal wealth of the community, as indeed of all primitive communities,
and the ordinary tribesman obtained the requisite number of cattle from his own chief or from some
other wealthy noble. A considerable section of the Senchus Mor deals with the relationship thus con-
stituted between the chief or nobles and individual tribesmen. [17] The editor speaks of this section as
the ‘ Law of Tenures’, and renders the two contracts mentioned as ‘ saer-stock and daer-stock
tenure’, and translates the words ceile and ceilsine as ‘ tenant’ and ‘ tenancy’. But this rendering is
misleading, as suggesting that the relationship was one of landlord and tenant, and that the laws
concern the tenure of land. Had this been so in the twelfth century the conflict between Celtic and
Norman or English ideas would have been much less acute than it actually was. Of course a
tribesman might hire land which belonged to his chief in severalty, but his share in the tribe-land was
his of ancient right, and
was in no way due to his chief. No translation is entirely free from objection, but it would be less
misleading to speak of the correlation as that of ' lord ' or ' chief ' and ' vassal ', as not necessarily
con-noting the tenure of land. A contract for the letting of cattle is known as cheptel in French law,
but there seems to be no simple equivalent in modern English law. With this explanation we may call
the contract a cattle-bailment, and for convenience speak of the parties to it as bailor and bailee, but
as the contract (if such it should be called) undoubtedly created, or rather regulated, a quasi-feudal
relation, we shall in general regard it as a contract of vassalage and call the parties thereto king or
chief and vassal.

Two kinds of cattle-bailment are described, one called free (saerrath) and the other base or servile
(daerrath).

In the free contract the bailee, in return for a certain number of cattle, had to render the value of
one-third in food-rents, or rents in kind, every year to the bailor, [18] who would in general be either
the tribal king or the chief of the bailee’s sept. This amounted to interest at 33 � per cent. If nothing
was paid for three years, compound interest became due, [19] and the amount was liable to be penally
in-creased if the bailee made default. [20] Besides this, the bailee or vassal was bound to assist the



chief in erecting his dun, or in reaping his harvest, or by joining in his hostings. Homage, too, had to
be paid. It consisted in standing up (ureirghe) before the sitting lord. [21] The contract lasted normally
for seven years, and then apparently the original loan had to be restored. [22] A man was obliged to
accept cattle on these terms from his own king, and probably from the chief of his sept, but from no
one else. [23] If he entered into the contract with others he could terminate it at any time on restoring
the stock. [24] If the chief, on the other hand, recalled his stock the bailee could elect to become a
base vassal, and then the chief would be obliged to give the additional stock required by that contract
or forfeit the stock already given. [25]

Regarded as a business contract, this arrangement is so oppressive as to be in fact economically im-
possible. The arrangement, or rather custom, should, I think, be regarded as resulting essentially from
status and not from contract. The king or chief had the right of being maintained by his principal
vassals, and he gave them a certain amount of cattle, not as a mere business transaction—not as the
capital out of which alone the vassals might be expected to make the food-rents due—but primarily
as a mark of their subjection and as a measure of their obligations. The free vassal, if not wealthy
enough to support his obligations, could only escape from them by surrendering some of his liberties
and ac-cepting the position of a base vassal.

The relationship between the tribal king and his free vassals seems analogous to that between the
provincial king and the tribal kings. The Book of Rights enumerates the stipends (tuarastla) given by
the provincial kings to their subordinate kings, and the tributes and refections (císa, biathaidh) paid
by the subordinate kings to the provincial kings. In each case the stipend is very much less than the
tribute, and there is no doubt that the acceptance of a stipend was a mark of submission. [26]

In the contract of base vassalage a certain number of cattle were delivered to the vassal proport-
ional to the food-rents to be paid and the services to be performed by him (tuircreic), and in addition
a further number of cattle equivalent in value to the honour-price of the vassal (seoit turcluide). [27]
This addition was in effect a purchase of the honour-price of the vassal, who thus underwent a dim-
inution of status. It was in fact this parting with his honour-price that constituted the base or servile
el-ement in his relation to his lord, for the food- rents to which the base vassal became liable were
very much lighter than those of the free vassal, [28] while the services to be performed were of a
similar character. [29] If the base vassal were injured or killed, his chief, and not himself or his
family, became entitled to the amount recoverable as honour-price. [30] His oath, too, was valueless,
and, unlike the free vassal, he could not give evidence against his chief. [31] Elaborate rules were
devised by the brehons to prevent the capricious termination of the contract on either side. When
entering into the contract the base vassal had to give notice of its terms to his tribe, who might refuse
to sanction an excessive delivery of stock, as in the event of the vassal absconding the tribe became
liable, and the land or part of it might become forfeited to the chief. [32] This was probably one of the
ways in which the nobles became entitled to land in severalty.

By means of these food-rents, or rents in kind, the chiefs, both of the tribe and of the septs or
families into which the tribe was divided, were supplied and maintained with their suites, and it was
their custom to obtain what was due, or part of it, on visitation to the houses of the vassals, both free
and base—a custom which seems to indicate less disparity in the manner of living of the various clas-
ses than might otherwise be supposed. It is probable that in course of time this custom came to be re-
garded as the right of the chieftain quite independently of the delivery of cattle on which it was
originally based, and to be looked upon as a rent due for the land held by the tribesmen as tenants. It
and analogous customs, or abuses of customs, known by various names, such as cuddy, coshery,
bonnaght, coigny and livery, &c.—whether as practised by Irish chiefs or imitated and perhaps
further abused by Anglo-Irish lords—though more than once forbidden by statute, lived on in
Munster and in Irish districts to Elizabethan times, and were denounced by Sir John Davies as evil
customs which made the lords absolute tyrants, the land waste, and the tenants very slaves and
villeins. [33]

Even up to the beginning of the seventeenth century by far the greater part of the land in the Irish
districts continued to be divisible from time to time among the tribesmen, and the parts that were not
so divisible appear to have been held by joint families rather than by individuals — at least the
succession of owners was regulated by what Davies calls the law of Tanistry. In his official capacity



Davies investigated the state of Mac Mahon’s, Maguire’s, and O’Reilly’s countries, or Monaghan,
Fermanagh, and Cavan respectively. He gives the fullest details as to Fermanagh. There were Land
here fifty-one and a half ballybetaghs divisible among the tribesmen by the custom of gavelkind and
chargeable to Maguire with about 240 beeves annually. Of lands not so chargeable there were (1) the
church lands, which were considerable and found in every barony, but of which the extent is not
given ; (2) the mensal lands of Maguire, amounting to four ballybetaghs, the occupiers of which paid
food-rents ; (3) lands given to certain septs, such as Chroniclers, Rhymers, and Galloglasses, amount-
ing to two ballybetaghs ; and (4) there was ‘ a chief of every sept who had certain services, duties,
and demesnes that ever passed to the tanist of that sept and never were subject to division.’ [34] This
chief was the ‘ canfiny or caput cognationis’ mentioned in the ‘ Resolution of the judges touching
gavel-kind in 1606’, [35] and we can hardly doubt that he represented the Gelfine chief of the Brehon
Law Tracts. [36]

The position of women in Ireland presented women, some peculiarities. The Irish maiden was in
her father’s power until marriage, and he was expected to pay for her fosterage and to wed her to a
man of equal family. [37] The contract of marriage was accompanied by a nuptial gift (coibche) from
the husband, equivalent to half the honour-price of the bride’s father, [38] and this was paid, not to the
wife, but to her father, or if the marriage took place after the death of her father half of it was paid to
the chief of the sept. [39] The wife on her side brought a contribution (tinól) of cattle or goods, part of
which passed to the husband and part was regarded as her separate property. [40] Neither as daughter
nor as wife had she any share in the tribe-land, [41] but during her first marriage her position was one
of considerable independence and dignity. A broad distinction must, however, be made between the
first or chief wife (cétmuintir) and subsequent wives taken on repudiation of the first wife, as well as
various temporary or irregular partners or concubines who were not regarded as lawful wives, but
whose rights, though far inferior to that of the cétmuintir, were carefully regulated by law, and whose
offspring seem to have been under no disability. [42] If the wife’s property was equal to that of her
husband, and if their marriage state was equally free and lawful, the wife was called ‘ a wife of equal
rank’, and no contract, unless for the common benefit of the couple, was binding without the consent
of both. [43] Husband and wife could separate at any time by mutual consent, when a fair division of
the property and its increase should be made. For this division elaborate rules are given. [44] Seven
grounds are enumerated entitling the woman to separate from her husband. [45] Some of these are not
recognized in modern law, as where the husband circulates a false story about his wife or a satire
until she is laughed at. The wife of equal rank, we may assume, would generally be a cétmuintir, but
a cét-muintir, even without property and though she had no children, held an equally high position in
the eye of the law.

On the other hand, even a first wife, though she had faithfully performed her duties, was liable to
be displaced by the husband introducing into the house a new wife [46] to whom he had given a
nuptial present (coibche). This coibche would then be forfeited to the first wife, and honour-price
would have to be paid to her by the new wife and by the husband, and the marriage would be
dissolved—unless indeed the first wife remained with her husband, when a new coibche would be
due to her. [47] Indeed, the Brehon Law Tracts alone make it quite plain that repudiations by the
husband were frequent, and temporary unions very common, and that both were fully recognized by
the law. [48] In all cases the contract was sealed, as it were, by the coibche or nuptial gift from the
man, but provision was made in the law to regulate the payment of no fewer than twenty-one of these
nuptial gifts in respect of the same woman on successive marriages. A continually decreasing portion
of each gift went to the wife’s father, if alive, or one-half of the father’s share to the chief of the sept
if the father were no longer living. [49] It is said in the Senchus Mor that Beltene (May Day) was
usually the time of making these separations, [50] and this is enough to suggest a connexion with the
traditions as to annual marriages taking place at the great aonachs or fairs held on Beltene, Lugnasad,
and Samain, or May 1, August 1, and November 1 respectively. The tradition of these marriages and
separations was particularly vivid at Tel-town in County Meath, where the ancient fair of Tailtiu was
held on the Lugnasad. [51] A ‘Teltown marriage ' is an expression used for an irregular union. In
Cormac’s Glossary it is said that a hillock at the fair of Tailtiu was called tulach na coibche, and this
use of the technical law-term makes the identity of the custom as revealed in the Law Tracts with that
preserved on the spot by tradition quite certain.



The laxity of Irish marriage customs was repeatedly noticed by foreign ecclesiastics in the eleventh
and twelfth centuries. Thus Lanfranc, Archbishop of Canterbury, writing in censures. 1074 to
Gothric, King of Dublin, says : ‘ It is reported that in your kingdom men take wives of their own
family (parentela) or of that of their deceased wives, and that others at their own caprice and will
leave their lawfully wedded wives, and that some give their own wives to others and by an infamous
exchange receive the wives of others in return.’ [52] At the same time and in the same strain he wrote
to Turlough O’Brien, King of Ireland. [53] At the beginning of the twelfth century Anselm, writing to
Murtough O’Brien, King of Ireland, says : ‘ We hear that marriages in your kingdom are dissolved
with- out any cause and wives exchanged, and that blood relations under colour of marriage or
otherwise do not fear to unite openly and without blame, contrary to canonical prohibition.’ [54] The
language of St. Bernard, referring to the year 1124 and to the north of Ireland, though more vague in
its charges, is still more bitter. [55] We are thus prepared for the language attributed to Popes Adrian
IV and Alexander III in the third quarter of the twelfth century. Making due allowance for ecclesiast-
ical counsels of perfection in these matters, it must be admitted that there was much in Irish marriage
customs which must have appeared, even to average foreign lay opinion, as reprehensible. [56]

It was the custom of the chiefs and nobles of the Irish to send their children, especially their sons,
to be fostered in some other family away from home. A section of the Senchus Mor is devoted to the
rules as to fosterage, the fees to be paid according to the rank of the father, the duties of the foster-
parent, his liability for the crimes of his foster-son, and so on. All writers speak of the warm friend-
ship that always existed between the foster-son and his foster-father and foster-brothers, and Giraldus
contrasts it with the enmity that often arose between natural brothers and blood relations. [57] Of the
latter the Annals supply numerous examples. The root cause of this enmity probably explains the
origin of fosterage. The sons of a chief, perhaps by different wives, were all equally eligible for the
chieftainship. Hence mutual jealousies and enmities, and hence probably the necessity of having the
sons reared in different families and away from home.

This was one of the Irish customs adopted in after years by some of the border Anglo-Irish lords,
with the natural result that the children in many cases grew up Irish in speech, in manners, in habits
of thought, and in sympathies. It was not only to prevent them from ‘ degendring from their auncient
dignities’, but also because the ties created by fosterage led to ‘ espials and forewarnings’ which im-
peded the action of the government, that attempts were made to prohibit the English from fostering,
as well as from intermarrying, with the Irish, and that the practice was reprobated by Edmund
Spenser and Sir John Davies. [58]

The Brehon Law Tracts contain a mine of information as to the customs of the Irish and the real
facts of their social state, but, owing to a variety of uncertainties, it is a mine difficult to work, and at
times so obscure that we cannot be certain of having extracted the genuine ore of fact. We cannot
pursue the search in this quarter any further. When we turn to the pages of Gerald de Barry we are
confronted with no uncertainties of language or of dates, but though our author was a man of remark-
able observation and acuteness he had little opportunity of observing more than the surface of Irish
life and manners, and, bearing in mind his relationship with the invaders, we must make allowance
for that want of sympathy which those whose heart is engaged in any militant cause inevitably
display towards their opponents. As to the facts of the invasion, with which we shall have to deal in
detail hereafter, he must have learnt them almost entirely from the invaders, and principally from his
uncle Robert Fitz Stephen and his cousin Raymond le Gros. As to his description of Ireland and the
Irish, so far as he did not draw his account from personal observation, he must have derived it largely
from the Irish themselves—probably from the clergy, with whom alone he could readily converse.
Living in a credulous age, he was not a peculiarly credulous man, and most of his stories of a
miraculous nature can be shown to have been believed in by the Irish themselves. like Herodotus, he
may have been occasionally gulled or misled by his informants ; but, again like Herodotus, he seems
to have faith-fully recorded what he heard. At any rate, these stories which have cast an undeserved
discredit on his work are, except to the folklorist, of no importance. For the rest, there is no reason to
think that he has anywhere wilfully perverted the truth as he saw it.

The following is a summary of his most pertinent observations :—[59]



Irish children, he says, are not scientifically treated, as is usual elsewhere, but are left almost entir-
ely to Nature, who, however, manages to rear them up to full strength with tall, handsome figures,
regular features, and fresh complexions. But though richly endowed by Nature, the barbarous fashion
of their beards and clothes and their ignorance mark their uncivilized state. They are slightly clad in
woollen clothing, mostly black, [60] the colour of their sheep, and arranged in barbarous fashion.
They wear close-fitting hoods, made of patchwork, extending over the shoulders and down to the
elbows and under this a phalanga instead of a mantle (pallium). They also wear woollen trews, or
hose and breeches in one, usually dyed some colour. [61] For riding they use neither saddle nor
riding-boots nor spurs, but urge on their horses with a crooked stick. [62] Reins serve as bit and
bridle. In war they wear no defensive armour. They use a short spear, a pair of javelins, and a large
battle-axe, well wrought and tempered, which they borrowed from the Ostmen. This they wield with
one hand with such force that neither conical helmet nor coat of mail can protect the person. Hand-
stones (lapides pugillares) [63] when other weapons fail, they hurl more dexterously than any other
nation, so as to inflict great loss on the enemy.

The Irish, he says, are a rude people, living on animal produce and little advanced from the pastoral
stage. While shunning the labour of agriculture, they are not attracted by the refinements, and dislike
the restraints, of townlife, and cannot shake off the bucolic ways to which they have hitherto been ac-
customed. They use most of their land as rough pasture, little is cultivated and still less sown, [64] and
this though much of the land is naturally fertile. There are few fruit-bearing trees, foreign sorts not
having been planted. Chestnut, beech, maple (aralus ?), and box trees are not indigenous, but yew-
trees are more plentiful than elsewhere, and were often planted in ancient cemeteries. The forests
abound in fir-trees. [65] Metallic veins are not turned to account, and gold, which is much in request,
is imported by merchants. [66] They do not profitably employ their time in making linen or woollen
cloth, or any other sort of merchandise, nor in any kind of mechanical art. [67] Sunk in sloth, they
think the height of luxury is to have no work to do, and what they most dearly prize is the enjoyment
of liberty.

Gerald praises highly the musical attainments of the Irish. c In this art,' he says, ‘ they far surpass
any people I have met.’ They use and delight in two instruments alone : the cithara (or harp, Ir. crott)
and the tympanum (Ir. timpan). [68]

In another place he speaks with enthusiastic appreciation of the illuminations in a book of the
Gospels which he saw at Kildare. His fine description of it would apply to the well-known Book of
Kells. ‘ However often and however closely I scrutinize it,’ he concludes, ‘ I am always astounded
afresh, and always find more and more to admire in it.’ [69]

In speaking of the illicit marriages of the Irish, Gerald uses the intemperate language habitual with
ecclesiastics. [70] He stigmatizes the Irish as treacherous and keeping faith with no man. Then he
gives us some interesting details as to their usages in making a solemn covenant of friendship. First
they enter into an alliance of gossipred, [71] then they go in procession thrice round a church ; after-
wards they enter the church and before the altar, in the presence of the relics of the saints, with many
solemn oaths, and after the celebration of the mass and the prayers of the priests, they form what pur-
ports to be an indissoluble alliance. Finally, for the better confirmation of friendship, and as it were
for the perfecting of the business, each drinks the other’s blood voluntarily shed for the purpose. [72]
This last ceremony, Gerald observes, was derived from the rites of their pagan ancestors, who used to
confirm their treaties with blood. The statement that the blood covenant was used by the Irish has
been hotly denied by Irish writers, [73] but not only are there references to it in early Irish literature,
[74] but according to the Annals it was practised in Thomond nearly a century after Gerald wrote. [75]

Gerald praises the clergy highly for their piety and exemplary continence. The principal defect he
finds in them arises, he thinks, from their monastic training. They make good monks, but indifferent
pastors. They were too fond of leading a contemplative life within the precincts of their churches,
while neglecting the duty of preaching to the people and correcting their faults.

There is only one other passage in the writings of Giraldus that need be referred to here. It is import-
ant as showing conclusively—what in any case we should be led to infer—that at the time of the
Norman invasion the Irish, broadly speaking, used no castles. It also The Irish seems to prove, if I



understand it rightly, that castles. the drystone cahers and strong earthen ring-forts, many of which
still remain in Ireland, were at that time unused. After stating that Turgesius the Norwegian had
subdued the whole island [early in the ninth century] and encastled it (incastellavit) in suitable
places, he proceeds :

‘ Hence among these remains and vestiges of the past you will find here up to this day both many
great entrenchments, very deep, and circular, and often three-fold, and also walled castles still entire,
but vacant and deserted. For the Irish pay no regard to castles, but use the woods as their strongholds
and the marshes as their entrenchments.’ [76]

This last sentence is clear enough, and agrees with all we know. In the whole history of the
Norman invasion there is no allusion to the siege or taking of an Irish fortress. The walled towns of
the Northmen alone offered resistance. We may disregard Gerald’s theory that the entrenchments and
walled castles of which he speaks were all erected by the Norwegians. The latter must refer to the
dry-stone cahers now to be seen principally in the western parts of Ireland, but also in other parts, as,
for instance, the great stone fort of Aileach or Greenan Ely, near Deny, which was for ages the seat of
the northern kings, but which was destroyed by Murtough O'Brien in 1101 and apparently never
after-wards occupied. [77] The great circular and often three-fold entrenchments can, I think, only be
the stronger examples of ring-forts which we generally call duns or raths, such as those at Tara,
Emain Macha, Rathcroghan, and Dun Aillinn, seats of the principal kings which were all deserted
long before Gerald wrote. [78]

[1] Ann. Ulster, 934. In 851 the islands in the east of Bregha (East Meath) are mentioned.
[2] Proceedings R. I. A. (1840), vol. i, p. 420.
[3] Gir. Camb. v. 27.
[4] Ibid., p. 26.
[5] See the list in Dymmok’s ‘ Treatice of Ireland’ (1599).
[6] See Joyce, Social Hist., vol. ii, p. 393. When Giraldus (v. 26) says of Ireland, amongst other
characteristics, that it was ‘ terra deserta, invia, sed aquosa’ (modelling his language on Psalm lxii.
3) he does not mean, as has been supposed, that it was all ‘ trackless’ any more than that it was all
' desert’ or all ‘ marshy’. He was no doubt referring to the vast regions of bog, forest, and
mountain-land only.

[7] This is to be the less regretted as a praiseworthy, though somewhat uncritical, attempt ‘ at opening
up the entire field’ has been recently made by Dr. P. W. Joyce in his Social History of Ancient
Ireland (1903).

[8] Ancient Laws of Ireland. Five volumes have been published and a useful Glossary.
[9] Brehon Laws, vol. i, p. 112, 1. 15. There are many allusions in the religious legends and romantic
tales of Ireland to ‘ fasting’ to obtain an advantage over an opponent, or to compel the granting of
a request. See Joyce, Social Hist., vol. i, pp. 206-7. An example from the Annals as late as the year
1166 was referred to supra, p. 68.

[10] See Maine, Early Institutions, pp. 297-301.
[11] So with the continental Gauls :—' Si qui aut privatus aut populus eorum (Druidum) decreto non
stetit, sacrificiis interdicunt. Haec poena apud eos est gravissima. Quibus ita est interdictum, hi
numero impiorum ac sceleratorum habentur, his omnes decedunt, aditum sermonemque defugiunt,
ne quid ex contagione incommodi accipiant, neque his petentibus ius redditur neque honos ullus
communicatur ' : Caesar, Bell. Gall. vi. 13. It was the primitive ‘ boycott’.

[12] M. D’Arbois de Jubainville fixes on the former date : Lit. Celtique, vol. vii, pp. 332-46. The
oldest MSS. into which the Senchus Mor has been copied date from the fourteenth century, and
some of the glosses and commentaries may be no earlier, but the text is cited in the Lebor na
h. Uidre and Liber Hymnorum, MSS. dating from c. 1100. Both the introduction and the glossed
text of the Senchus Mor are cited in Cormac’s Glossary, and this work is believed to have been
written by Cormac Mac Cuilennain (ob. 907). The Senchus Mor mentions no law-book, nor does
the word lebor occur in the text. It, however, speaks of the recht litre, meaning the Canon Law,
probably the collection of c. 700. These and other indications point, in M. D’Arbois’ opinion, to
c. 800 as the date of the text. Dr. Whitley Stokes, from a consideration of the verbal forms, be-
lieved that the Senchus Mor was compiled in, or perhaps slightly before, the eleventh century. The
two opinions may be reconciled if we suppose the verbal forms to have been modernized in a re-
cension of about the later date.



[13] Of previous writers I have found M. D’Arbois de Jubainville (Etudes sur le Droit Celtique) the
most illuminating, and, in a less degree, Sir Henry Maine (Early History of Institutions). Dr.
Atkinson’s Glossary is useful for checking the published translations. It leaves, however, many of
the most difficult points undecided, and has not escaped the severe criticism of Dr. Stokes.

[14] Keating, Hist, of Ireland (Ir. Texts Soc), vol. i, p. 128. Each cantred contained 30 ballybetaghs,
and each ballybetagh 12 seisreachs or ploughlands. Giraldus (vol. v, p. 145) gives 176 cantreds,
each cantred containing 100 vills. The term tricka céd means ‘ thirty hundreds’, and if we suppose
each ballybetagh to be estimated to contain 100 homesteads, and each vill 30 homesteads, we can
reconcile the two methods of subdivision. A ploughland contained 120 Irish acres, each of which,
Keating says, was equivalent to 2 or 3 English acres. Taking the Irish acre as equivalent to 2�
English acres, the 66,600 ploughlands of Ireland would amount in round numbers to 20,000,000
statute acres, which is almost exactly the area of Ireland. Dividing this by 185, we get 108,000
acres as the average area of a tuath or cantred.

[15] Br. Laws, vol. iii, p. 50, 1. 2.
[16] Ibid., p. 48, 1. 15. The four-fold family organization is known as the Gelfine system, the principal
rules concerning which will be found in Br. Laws, vol. iii, pp. 330-4, vol. iv, pp. 38-42 and 282,
&c. Exactly how this joint-family was organized is too obscure to be discussed here. It must suf-
fice to say that it consisted, when complete, of seventeen related males, distributed into four di-
visions of four men each, with a fifth man, who seems to have been the chief, in the Gelfine
division. These four classes succeeded to the acquired property, and were liable for the crimes, of
the members according to certain rules. Moreover, for some purposes they seem to have rep-
resented the entire sept or kindred. When the number seventeen was complete, and a duly qualif-
ied member was born into the Gelfine division, the eldest of those most distantly related to the
chief seems to have gone out of the family. The chief appears to have been selected from a re-
stricted number of qualified persons by a rule similar to that of Tanistry, by which the tribal chief
was selected.

[17] Br. Laws, vol. ii, pp. 194-340.
[18] Br. Laws, vol. ii, p. 194, 11. 15-16.
[19] Ibid., p. 196, 1. 7, and 198, 1. 20 et seq.
[20] Ibid., p. 198, 1. 9 ; 194, 11. 6-9, and 219, 1. 15 and comin., where a defaulting bailee of three
cows is shown to owe no less than forty-two cows at the end of the seven years !

[21] Ibid., p. 194, 11. 9-14.
[22] Ibid., p. 204, 11. 5-11.
[23] Ibid., p. 208, 11. 1-10 ; p. 210, 11. 4-8.
[24] Ibid., p. 206, 1. 6.
[25] Br. Laws, vol. ii, p. 212, 11. 1-18.
[26] So when Malachi II ‘ went, into Brian’s house’, i.e. submitted to him, Brian gave him twelve
score steeds, ‘ and there was not one of the twelve score men who accompanied Malachy who
would deign to carry a led horse with him,’ so reluctant were they to admit vassalage to Brian. To
get out of the difficulty Malachy made a present of the horses to Brian’s son : Wars of the Gaedhil
with the Gaill, p. 132- Compare the story of Gormlaith and the tunic which Brian had given to the
King of Leinster as a mark of vassalage : ibid., p. 143.

[27] Br. Laws, vol. ii, p. 222, 1. 9, and p. 226, 1. 13.
[28] Ibid., pp. 254-60.
[29] Namely erecting the dun and harvest work, ibid., p. 256, 1. 9 ; also joining in the chief’s hostings,
ibid., vol. iii, p. 494.

[30] Br. Laws, vol. iii, p. 334, 11. 12-15.
[31] Ibid., vol. ii, p. 344, 1. 14.
[32] Ibid., vol. ii, p. 222, 1. 16 ; pp. 228, 230, 258, 1. 10.
[33] A Discovery, &c. (ed. 1787), pp. 131, 134. As to these exactions and others, see Harris’s Ware,
Antiq. (ed. 1764), p. 74.

[34] Letter to the Earl of Salisbury (ed. 1787), pp. 243-58.
[35] See the Irish Custom of Gavelkind, Davies, Report of Cases (ed. 1762), p. 134 ; and compare the
Case of Tanistry, ibid., p. 78.

[36] ‘ Canfiny’ represents the Irish ceann-fine, head of the fine, sept, or family, of the same lineage or
surname. For his qualifications see Br. Laws, vol. ii, p. 278, 11. 19-25. In this section I think the
word fine in general refers to the ‘ sept’ or ‘ family’ and not to the ‘ tribe’.

[37] Br. Laws., vol. ii, p. 346, 1. 6.



[38] Ibid., vol. v, p. 288, 1. 18.
[39] Ibid., vol. iii, p. 314, 1. 5 ; vol. iv, p. 62, 1. 9.
[40] Br. Laws, vol. ii, p. 346, 1. 9, and compare p. 378, 1. 29, with p. 386, 1. 3. tinól means the ‘act of
collecting’, and it was probably subscribed by the bride’s father and friends. A similar custom
survived in Westmeath up to the close of the seventeenth century ; see Piers’ Description of West-
meath in Collectanea de Rebus Hib. (Valiancy), vol. i, p. 122.

[41] In the ancient leading case of Ciannacht, overruling two previous unjust (blotch-producing) decis-
ions of Sencha (iv, pp. 9-17), and in the case of Seither (ibid., pp. 17-19), the successful plaintiffs
appear to have been daughters of the Picts of Uladh who had intermarried with the Feini in the
south, and who claimed lands in their native country, where matriarchal rules of descent still sur-
vived. So far as these interesting cases were tentatively used in much later times as precedents,
they seem to have been applied only to land which had come to be regarded as heritable, or at
least as separated for the time being from ordinary partible tribe-land (vol. iv, pp. 39-47) ; such as
lands belonging to the gelfine when the male succession failed (p. 40, 1. 19, and p. 42, 1. 18), and
orba cruibh no sliasta (‘ hand and thigh land’) of the mother, and unoccupied land (p. 44, 1. 14).

[42] As to the various species of concubines, see vol. ii, p. 396, 1. 27, to p. 404, 1. 13, and Glossary,
s.v. Dormaine.

[43] Br. Laws, vol. ii, p. 356, 1. 29. She was be cuitchernsa. apparently co-tigernasa, ‘ of equal lord-
ship’ : see Glossary.

[44] Vol. ii, pp. 363-77.
[45] Vol. v, p. 292, heptad 52.
[46] This new wife is frequently called an adaltrach or adulteress. We cannot call her a concubine, for

her subsequent legal position, if she had sons, appears to have been equivalent to that of the
cétmuintir (vol. ii, p. 378, 1. 16 ; pp. 384, 1. 17), and she was one of the four lawful wives (vol. v,
p. 286, 11. 18-20).

[47] Vol. ii, p. 382, 1. 15 et seq., and vol. v, p. 72, 1. 17.
[48] As an example taken from the highest ranks : Gormfhlaith, sister of Maelmordha, King of
Leinster, was married to, and repudiated by, Amlaf , King of Dublin, Malachy II, of Ireland, and
Brian Borumha, successively.

[49] Br. Laws, vol. ii, p. 346, 11. 9-13 ; vol. iii, p. 314, 1. 5 ; vol. iv, p. 62, 1. 9 et seq. The passage
cited from vol. iv seems to explain the supposed contradiction noticed in the note to vol. iii, p.
314, and to render superfluous the explanation offered in the Glossary s.v.coibche . The chief had
no share, at least in the first three nuptial gifts, if the father was alive ; after that he perhaps had a
share, whether the father was alive or not, as in the discreditable case mentioned by way of an-
alogy. The passage in vol. iii, p. 316, 11. 14-16, must mean that the shares of father or chief vest
absolutely only if the wife is justified in separating. If she was not justified the whole coibche had
to be repaid to the husband : ibid. U. 17-20, and vol. iv, p. 64, 11. 6-9.

[50] Vol. ii, p. 390, 11.18-21. The husband had to give a sack of provisions to the wife (under notice to
quit) every month up to the end of the year, i. e. to the next May Day, when the formal separation
took place. (Hence the phrase, ‘ to give the sack’ ?) Separations also took place at the other quart-
ers of the year : ibid., p. 370, 11. 24-7.

[51] See Book of Rights, p. 243, note h. The custom died hard. Campion, writing in 1571, says : ‘ Yea
even at this day, where the cleargie is fainte, they (the Irish) can be content to marrie for a yeare
and a day of probation, and at the yeares end to return her home uppon any light quarrels, if the
gentle womans friendes bee weake and unable to avenge the injury’ (Reprint, 1809, p. 23).

[52] Ussher’s Sylloge, ep. 26.
[53] Ibid., ep. 27.
[54] Ussher’s Sylloge, ep. 35. In epistle 37, apparently to the same king, Anselm says : ‘ Dicitur enim
quod viri ita libere uxores suas uxoribus aliorum commutant, sicut quilibet equum equo, aut
quamlibet aliam rem re alia ab illo commutat ; aut pro libitu et sine ratio ne relinquunt.’

[55] De vita S. Malachiae, Migne, vol. clxxxii, col. 1034, cap. viii.
[56] Marriage by coibche was, I think, what is referred to by the Stat, of Kilkenny, § 2, which prohibits
alliance par . . . concubinaunce ou de caif[e]. Early Statutes, p. 432, and cf . Hardiman’s edition,
Tracts I. A. S., vol. ii, p. 8. Caife might very fairly represent the sound of coibche.

[57] v. 167
[58] 31 Ed. Ill, § 8. Early Statutes, p. 412 ; also Stat, of Kilkenny, ibid., p. 432 ; Spenser, View of the
State of Ireland (Reprint), pp. 110-12; Davies, Discovery (1787), p. 135.

[59] v. 150 et seq.



[60] ‘ Black, yellowish, grey, and drab clothes for the sons of the Feini grades’ : Br. Laws, vol. ii, p.
148, 1. 3.

[61] The Irish falaing, or cloak reaching down below the knees, and the trews, are well illustrated in a
thirteenth-century copy of the Topographia Hibernica : MS. Roy. 13, B. viii, Brit. Mus. See repro-
ductions, Green’s Short History (illustrated ed., 1893), pp. 901, 903 ; and the close- fitting hood,
cochull, in MS. Harl. 1319, reproduced ibid., opp. p. 904.

[62] The crooked stick (echflesc, each-lasc = horse-rod) probably had a goad at its curved end. See
Joyce, Social Hist., vol. ii, p. 417.

[63] Lapides pugillares looks like a translation of the lia láimhe láich, or ‘ champion’s hand-stone’,
frequently mentioned in the ancient tales (O’Curry, Manners and Customs, vol. i, p. 263 et seq. ;
Joyce, Social Hist., vol. i, p. 100). It seems to have been artificially prepared and kept ready for
use in the hollow of the shield.

[64] Yet the Irish cultivated wheat, oats, barley, and rye, also flax and glaisin (some blue dye-plant :
woad ?).

[65] Compare the list of trees in Br. Laws, vol. iv, pp. 147-8, with which the above account, as far as it
goes, agrees. It is curious to note the absence of beech. Was there a pre- historic plague of the
cryptococcus fagi ?

[66] See Joyce, Social Hist., vol. i, p. 554. Surface-washing for gold was probably practised by the
Irish, and they may have attempted mining ; but there are several allusions to the importation of
torques and gold ore in Irish literature, and probably some Irish gold was obtained by plunder or
commerce from Britain and Gaul.

[67] This passage cannot mean that the Irish were ignorant of these arts, nor can it mean that they
never practised them, but that the people as a whole preferred idleness to industry. Gerald has
already indicated that they made their woollen clothing from their own sheep, and, as a matter of
fact, spinning and weaving were done by the women from very early times: Joyce, Social Hist., c.
xxvi. Irish goldsmith work has never been surpassed, and the Irish were proficient in several arts.

[68] The timpan was not a drum, but an instrument like a psaltery, with brass strings, and played with
a plectrum. It is probably that represented in the illustrated MS. of the Topographia, and repro-
duced in Green’s Short History (illustrated ed., 1893), p. 899.

[69] v. 123-4.
[70] ‘ Nondum matrimonia contrahunt ; non incestus vitant ; . . . fratres, pluribus per Hiberniam locis,

fratrum defunctorum uxores non dico ducunt, sed traducunt,’ &c. : v. 164.
[71] ‘ Primo compaternitatis foedera jungunt.’ Alliance par compatemitee between English and Irish

was made felony by the Stat, of Kilkenny (1366). It is usually translated ‘ gossipred’, but it was
not confined to the relation constituted at baptism.

[72] v. 167.
[73] e. g. Keating, Hist., vol. i, p. 19.
[74] Silva Gadelica (Ir. text), p. 376, and cf. Joyce, Social Hist., vol. ii, p. 510.
[75] Ann. Ulster, vol. ii, p. 356, and editor’s note, Ann. Loch Ce, 1277. Thomas de Clare treacherously
killed Brian Roe O’Brien ‘ after they had poured their blood into the same vessel, and after they
had formed gossipred, and after they had exchanged mutual vows by the relics, bells, and croziers
of Munster’. Clearly the whole ceremony as described by Giraldus.

[76] Gir. Camb. v. 182. I have endeavoured to translate the passage quite literally. The original is as
follows : ‘ Unde et fossata infinita, alta nimis, rotunda quoque, et pleraque triplicia ; castella etiam
murata, et adhuc integra, vacua tamen et deserta, ex reliquiis illis et antiquitatis vestigiis hic usque
in hodiernum multa reperies. Hibernicus enim populus castella non curat. Silvis namque pro
castris, paludibus utitur pro fossatis.’

[77] Ann. Ulster and Four Masters, 1101. There is also in Leinster a well-preserved, though but little
known, drystone caher, called Rathgall, three miles due east of Tullow. It is comparable in size to
the largest of those in the west. I mention it in particular because it is very probable that Gerald’s
observant eye saw it, and that he had it in his mind when he wrote the passage quoted. It is only
four miles from Raymond le Gros's mote-castle near Tullow, and Gerald can hardly have failed to
visit his favourite cousin there.

[78] See the Prologue to the Cal. of Oengus, 165, 177, 189, 193. This work is now ascribed by Dr. W.
Stokes to about the year 800 (edition, Henry Bradshaw Society, 1905).
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